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POOL LIGHTS 

Lighting your pool will allow you to take full advantage of your pool both 

day and night.  Many folks find night swimming a wonderful experience, but 

it’s simply not the same without ambiance of the reflective light that an 

underwater light provides.  Lighting your in ground pool also allows peace of 

mind when 

watching little 

ones swim after 

dark as it adds 

better visibility 

throughout the 

entire pool. 

  LED’s are the 

most energy 

efficient light 

available for your 

pool. They are 

available in several different options.  They will last longer and will use 

considerably less energy.  One of the best features of LED lighting is the 

option of colored lights. LEDs have no filaments, so they emit no heat.  LEDs 

also change colors and have several light show settings.   The latest LED lights 

available are very small, the size of a wall returns.  These lights are less 

expensive than the larger lights and can be easily placed through out the pool 

to give a better coverage with less shadow.  One of the best things about LED 

lights are that they are less attractive to bugs, which will make your nighttime 

swims more enjoyable! 

In general, pool lights consume very little energy. The average 12-volt 

underwater pool light will run for more than 1,000 hours before it must be 



replaced. Homeowners who wish to cut down on electricity usage and extend 

pool light life should consider placing their pool lights on a pool light timer. 

The Advantages of Underwater LED Pool Lights 

1)The majority of pool owners prefer to purchase LED pool lights.. LED 
lights have a much longer lifespan than traditional 12-volt bulbs. They also 
tend to burn brighter than traditional bulbs. Like their traditional 
counterparts, LED lights are rated at 12 or 120 volts. 

2) LED pool lights are available in a wide variety of colors. For many pool 
owners, this is one of the primary attractions of LED lights. In the past, pool 
lights were often tinted with special filters in order to create color effects. 
Today's LED lights do not use such filters. They produce pure, strong color. 

3) Many LED pool lights are classified as color-changing pool lights.. These 
lights are particularly ideal for homeowners who enjoy entertaining poolside. 
Almost all color-changing lights can be programmed to change colors 
according to a variety of different rhythms and patterns. 

 
4)Buyers should be sure to differentiate between LED lights designed to 

be installed in underwater fixtures and those lights designed to float on the 
surface of the pool. While surface LED lights can add a touch of glamour to 
any pool, they will not fit into light housings. Be sure to buy LED lights that 
are specifically rated for underwater use. 

5) Many buyers also prefer LED lights because they do not suffer from the 
heat problems of traditional 12-volt lights. In general, traditional 12-volt 
lights cannot be run above water for more than a few seconds due to 
overheating issues. LED lights have no such issues. Buyers can easily check 
LED lights to ensure that they are properly installed in light caging without 
submerging the lights in the pool. 
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AVAILABLE MODELS 
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